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Description

Type

Department

Price

Stock

Blast Shelter (Open Type) (was
FHP7202G) A complete fold-up kit in
etched brass for one of the open
maze-type brick built blast shelters
seen on all airfields. An example of
these was usually positioned adjacent
to dispersal sites. This set includes no
less than 24 sections of PSP Planking
Boeing J.57 Engine Cowling Set - Four
superbly cast replacements for your
Boeing C-135 Series models that have
J57 engines. (designed to be used
with AMT/Ertl, Italeri and Heller kits)
[KC-135A KC-135R KC-135FR]
Avro Lincoln Mk.II This major set
converts the 1/72nd Airfix Avro
Lancaster B.I/III kit to a fully-detailed
Avro Lincoln. Included are four Merlin
85 engines with a choice of both
fishtail and shrouded exhausts,
four-bladed propellers, outer engine
nacelles, wing extensions, radome, a
fuselage extension unit, and
transparencies (designed to be used
with Airfix kits)
Lockheed C-130 Hercules Inflight
Refuelling Pods - these are the large
Hose Drum Units carried on HC-130P
and KC-130H variants + some RAF
C.130s - set of two units in resin
(designed to be used with Airfix and
Italeri kits)
Nissen Hut (was FHP7202A)
Complete kit in etched brass, plastic,
wood and cast metal - provides for
building a Nissen hut with alternative
style ends and, with or without an
entrance porch. Optional dormer
windows of two widths are also
supplied. Nissen huts were provided at
approx. one in three dispersal sites on
most WWII heavy bomber airfields
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Standard WWII Airfield Hut (was
FHP7202B). Complete kit in etched
brass, plastic and cast metal portraying what is [along with the
Nissen Hut], the most instantly
recognisable of all WWII airfield
buildings - with rendered walls and
buttresses, corrugated asbestos roof,
and metal window frames. They were
on every airfield in a wide variety of
sizes and uses [the kit allows
modification to differing lengths and
the joining of...
Air Raid/Blast Shelter Set (was
FHP7202C) A simple complete fold-up
kit in etched brass, providing for one of
the rectangular brick built shelters
seen on both airfields and in towns
and villages across Britain and also
the entrance and ventilation shaft for
the earth-covered blast shelters that
were present on most WWII Airfields
Control Tower Interior and Details Set
to coincide with the release of the
Control Tower kit - this includes interior
furniture and equipment for the main
control room, together with a weather
vane, wind speed indicator, sirens and
a reporting sign for the roof, a
meteorological equipment box, printed
signs for modelling the signals square
and a cast flag mast - together with
printed Station Commander's Pennant
and both RAF St...
Avro Anson Mk.I (designed to be used
with Airfix kits) For the Airfix kit, this
revised and expanded super-value set
of finely etched parts on a large
nickel-silver fret, providing all cockpit
and cabin framing, plus interior,
airframe, undercarriage, engine and
wing flap details, together with
laser-plotted instrument panel films.
Armstrong-Whitworth Whitley
Mk.II/Mk.III Conversion and Detail Set
- a set to convert kits into a
Tiger-engined variant. It includes new
engines and propellers, exhausts,
carburetor intakes and oil coolers,
nose unit, turret transparencies, and
fins (designed to be used with the
FROG, Intech, Maquette, Modelcraft,
Novo or PYS kits)
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Merlin 85 Engine Set - four units in
resin with cast exhausts in both fishtail
and shrouded versions + prop blades
and spinners - as fitted to Avro
Lancaster Mk.VI and others (designed
to be used with Airfix, Hasegawa,
Heller and Revell kits)
Consolidated B-24J Liberator
(designed to be used with Academy
kits) Provides front and rear turret
framing, cockpit framing, plus many
interior, gun, airframe, undercarriage
and bomb-bay details, to help you in
making a super-detailed model of "The
Soldier"
Lockheed MC-130H Hercules Combat
Talon II Conversion Set. This
fascinating set converts the Italeri kits
to this low-level special operations
variant of the Hercules. The set
includes APQ-170 radar nose with
retractable FLIR, Long Engines, and
all other external lumps and bumps,
together with replacement cockpit
panels (designed to be used with
Italeri kits)
Panavia Tornado GR.1/ IDS ladder
(designed to be used with Hasegawa
and Revell kits)
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Fordson 'N' Airfield Tractor - The
Military vehicle
Fordson N made up 90% of all tractor kits (metal)
production during WWII. Agricultural
use aside, they were used by HM
Forces, and were also widely used in
the USA. In RAF service they were
used for hauling bomb trains, for
aircraft handling, and other general
towing duties. Many were shipped
abroad, for use on RAF
establishments, and they were also
used by the Royal Navy, both on
airfields, and in dockya...
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Fordson WOT.2H 15cwt GS Truck Widely used by the Allied Forces, this
last in the WOT.2 series features a
steel body and full-width windscreen.
Highly detailed wheels and much
chassis detail are a feature of this kit.
Includes step-by-step CAD
instructions.
MiL Mi-24 Hind details (designed to be
used with Airfix and Hasegawa
kits)[Mil Mi-24A / Mil-24D Mil-24P]
includes missile launch rails, aerials,
sensors, and replacement fins for the
kit missiles.
Ford WOA2 Staff Car This vehicle was
introduced in May, 1941, and
continued in production until July 1944.
They were used by the RAF, the
USAAF in Britain, the British army and
the Royal Navy.
Humber Heavy Utility 'Battle-axe'
These vehicles were introduced in
1941, and remained in production until
1944. They were used as staff cars by
the RAF, British Army and the Royal
Navy, as well as civilian organisations,
such as the Auxiliary Fire Service.
They weighed 2 tons 7.5 cwt. and
were fitted with a Humber 6 cyl. engine
of 4.08 litres.
Humber 8cwt GS RAF Airfield Truck
Sharing a common chassis with the
other Humbers in our range, this
interesting vehicle was used widely by
the RAF in WWII for general airfield
duties such as taking crews to disperal
etc. Being particularly suited to the
early period of the war, it is an ideal
vehicle for your Blenheims/Whitleys
displays etc.
RAF Type 'B' Bomb Trolley Set, with
250Ib and 500Ib GP Bombs
Contains two super-detailed trolleys these were introduced in 1937 and
used throughout the war. Both trolleys
are supplied with conventional bomb
racks and one trolley is supplied with 4
x 250Ib GP bombs whilst the second
has 2 x 500Ib GP bombs. Ideal for all
your light and medium bomber
displays - Blenheims, Whitleys etc.
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RAF Type 'C' Bomb Trolley Set - with
500Ib GP Bombs. Makes two trolleys these are the most common trolleys of
WWII - introduced in 1940 and found
on most fighter/bomber & bomber
bases. Each trolley is supplied with 4 x
RAF 500lb GP bombs - essential for all
your RAF heavy bomber displays.
Note that these are super-detailed
trolleys and weapons and quite unlike
some of the plastic works of fiction
available elsewhere!
RAF Type 'C' Coastal Command
Bomb Trolley Set - with Sea Mines.
Makes two trolleys - these are the
most common trolleys of WWII introduced in 1940 and found on most
fighter/bomber & bomber bases. Each
trolley is supplied with a sea mine ideal for display with your Coastal
Command models.
USAAF Type 'C' Bomb Trolley Set with USAAF 500Ib GP Bombs. 2
super-detailed trolleys are included each with a load of 4 x USAAF 500lb
GP bombs. The Type 'C' was the most
common bomb trolley of WWII and
were used on many USAAF 8th Air
Force bases in Britain. This set will
make an interesting addition to any
B-17 or B-24 display, particulary if
modelling a Lead Ship - carrying
bombs painted in red and white.
RAF Type 'C. MK.III' Bomb Trolley with
1,000 HC Bombs. This is the larger
trolley, used by the RAF in the later
war years - being particularly common
on Avro Lancaster bases. These
trolleys survived way past the end of
the war to be used by Lincoln &
Canberra squadrons. The trolley
comes with 4 RAF 1,000lb HC Bombs.
Note that this is a super-detailed trolley
+ weapons and quite unlike some of
the plastic works of fiction avail...
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SIGINT Antennae. Boxed set of 10 these are the circular pylon-mounted
dishes seen on many US, NATO and
other aircraft types. These are suplied
in several of our C-130 and military
Boeing 707-based sets and we have
made them available as a seperate set
following several requests from
customers.
Austin 10HP 'Tilly' British Light Utility
Car - Affectionately known as the
'Tilley', this common communications
vehicle was based on the Austin 10
car chassis, with the rear passenger
section converted to a pick-up style
body, with canvas tilt. They were to be
found at virtually all service
installations - and were used by the
British & Commonwealth forces, by the
RAF & USAAF in Britain, and by U.S.
forces in Europe. Many sur...
RAF/USAAF Commer Q2 Airfield
Truck
A super-detailed kit with new castings
and photo-etch parts plus step-by-step
CAD instructions. This vehicle was
built for use by the RAF in WWII, and
was also used by the USAAF in
Britain. They were used for carrying air
and ground crews to dispersal, and for
carriage of equipment and spares etc.
They survived in RAF service into the
1950s. They were powered by a 6
cylinder 60hp [later 80hp...
Remove Before Flight Tags [Printed]
This pack contains 48 double sided
RAF style RBF Tags alternated with up
to 96 of the thin single-sided "Remove
Before Flight" lettered tags used by the
USAF/U.S. Navy and many other
Western Air Arms.
de Havilland Vampire FB.5 Single Seat
Detail Set - f (designed to be used with
MPM and Xtrakits kits) A
comprehensive set in etched nickel
silver - provides cockpit panels with
laser-plotted instrumentation plus
rudder pedals, trim tab wheel, canopy
framing, mirrors and seat strapping.
Also includes many airframe fittings
plus a full wing drop flap assembly.
Many wheel bay and undercarriage
details are included + rocket fins a...
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Blackburn/Hawker-Siddeley
Buccaneer Ladder and FOD Guard
Set - (designed to be used with Airfix,
Czech Master Resin, Frog, Matchbox
and Revell kits)
This set contains a pair of ladders and
a set of both fwd. & aft FOD Guards.
These are highly detailed units, with all
the surface detail faithfully reproduced,
together with the securing straps etc.
In addition, there are ten NACA inlet
cover units included + some other
details ...
Douglas F4D-1 Skyray [F-6A] Ladder (designed to be used with Airfix,
Tamiya and Testors kits)
Hawker Hunter Access Ladder and
FOD Guard Set -Provides detailed
access ladders + FOD guards for
TWO aircraft (designed to be used
with Airfix, Eastern Express, Frog,
Matchbox, Novo, Olimp Pro Resin, PJ
Productions, Revell and Xtrakit kits)
[FGA.9 / Mk.58.T.66 / T.66A Mk.1
T.8M F.6 T.7]
BAC/EE Lightning Missile and
Handling Trolley Set (designed to be
used with Airfix, Sword and Trumpeter
kits) This set is invaluable for your
72nd Lightning displays and can be
used with any of the kits around. The
set contains 2 each of Firestreak and
Red Top missiles plus two missile
handling trolleys [F.1 F.2A F.3 F-6
F.2A/F.6 T.Mk.4 T.Mk.5 F.1A/F.2]
BAC/EE Lightning Ladder and FOD
Guard Set - for Airfix F2A & F6 kits
(designed to be used with Airfix kits)
Highly detailed Access Ladder and
FOD Guard [F.1 F.2A F.3 F-6 F.2A/F.6
T.Mk.4 T.Mk.5 F.1A/F.2]
BAC/EE Lightning Ladder and FOD
Guard Set - (designed to be used with
Sword kits)
Highly detailed Access Ladder and
FOD Guard. [F.1 F.2A F.3 F-6]
Twin Seat BAC/EE Lightning Ladder
and FOD Guard Set - (designed to be
used with Sword kits) Contains TWO
highly detailed Access Laddrs and a
FOD Guard [T.Mk.4 T.Mk.5 F.1A/F.2]
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RAF Panavia Tornado Access Ladder
with Top Platform - This kit builds the
'RAF Germany' fighter style access
ladder which appeared later than the
'boarding style' steps above. The top
platform features the raised surrounds
to all the surface detail, together with
detailing on the under-sides of the
platform (designed to be used with
Airfix, Hasegawa, Heller, Hobby Boss,
Italeri, Matchbox, Revell and Tamiya
kits) [GR.1 GR.4 F.3...
Beaverette Mk.3 Airfield Defence
Vehicle. This fascinating vehicle was
introduced after the Dunkirk
evacuation, as an extemporised
armoured car. They were built on a
14hp car chassis, but it was only with
the MK.III that proper armoured plating
was introduced. They were armed with
a Bren gun {as in the kit}, or with twin
Vickers K machine guns. The Mk.III
was used by the RAF for airfield
defence
Douglas DC-2/DC-3 Wright Cyclone
Engines - Two units in Resin for the
Airfix DC-3 kit - will suit any other kit
on the market - (designed to be used
with Airfix Italeri and MPM kits)
de Havilland FB.5 Vampire Single Seat
Detail Set. this set in etched nickel
silver provides cockpit details,
[including new instrument panel and
film], airframe and undercarriage
fittings, together with super-detailed
wing flap assemblies (designed to be
used with the ORIGINAL issue Airfix
and Heller kits NOT the 2013 release
Airfix kit)
WWII 60lb Rocket Projectiles with
launch rails
RAF Oxygen/Nitrogen Trolley Set - A
super-detailed unit in cast metal and
etched brass with alternative parts for
both versions. This is an essential item
for all your Tornado, Harrier, Sepecat
Jaguar, Buccaneer, Lightning &
Phantom displays. Also included in this
kit is a Single Bottle Nitrogen Trolley.
Price
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U.S. Navy Carrier Deck Section - This
pack contains approx 215 x 140mm of
deck section with fold down side walls
making a neat display base. All the
correctly spaced location holes are
included for 22 aircraft tie down points
and are matched to the cast tie-down
points provided in our USN Carrier
Deck Diorama Set - see above - which
will fit out two of these deck section
units. These cast tie down points,
when fitted, provide ...
USAF EC-18 ARIA Conversion Set Full detail set with the large resin nose
radome, fuselage radome, HF probes,
full antennae & aerial fit, together with
window panel inlays for fuselage sides
and many other fittings to model this
fascinating aircraft used for calibration
of test-range instrumentation [Boeing
707 Boeing E-3D / E-3F Sentry
AWACS Boeing 707-300B FP-72-104f]
(designed to be used with Airfix and
Heller kits)
RAF Sepecat Jaguar GR.1/A/B Ladder
(designed to be used with Airix,
Hasegawa and Heller kits)
RAF/Royal Navy BAe Hawk
Ladder/Work Platform (designed to be
used with Airfix and Italeri kits)
Mikoyan MiG-21 Fishbed Ladder
(designed to be used with Airfix,
Condor Ukraine, Eastern Express,
Frog, Fujimi, Hasegawa and KP/Kopro
kits)
WWII RAF/Royal Navy Torpedo
Handling Trolley, With Torpedo This
super-detailed kit provides a trolley in
etched brass and cast metal, with a
torpedo in resin, with a one-piece body
and metal and etched fittings. This set
will be ideal for your Swordfish &
Bristol Beaufighter displays etc.
MiL Mi-28 Havoc detail set (designed
to be used with Dragon kits) many
parts can be used with other
manufacturers kits
Convair F-106A Delta Dart steps
(designed to be used with Hasegawa,
Meng Model and Trumpeter kits)
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RAF Mk.5 Ground Power Unit. These
were the units seen alongside many
RAF aircraft types right up until the
early 1990s, including Canberras,
Hunters, Hawks, Dominies & Westland
Wessex helicopters. Kit has one-piece
resin moulded body + etched & cast
details & laser-plotted control panel
films.
RAF 25kVA Ground Power Unit.
These were the units seen alongside
Lightnings, Phantoms, Harriers,
Buccaneers, Jaguars, Sea Kings etc.
in almost every flightline photograph.
Kit has one-piece resin moulded body
+ etched & cast details & laser-plotted
control panel films.
Night Flying Equipment Store. This
style of this large hut was used on
almost every 24 Hour WWII airfield usually near to the control tower and
with tracked access to the three sets of
large double doors at the front of the
building. In the kit, these doors are
fully detailed and can be modelled in
the open or closed position. Every
detail is provided, right down to the
padlocks for the doors.
Nissen Hut with Plank-on-Frame Ends
- Complete kit in etched brass, plastic,
wood and cast metal - provides for
building a Nissen hut with alternative
style ends of the plank-on-frame type.
Optional dormer windows of two
widths are also supplied. Nissen huts
were provided at approx. one in three
dispersal sites on most WWII heavy
bomber airfields.
Northrop F-89 Scorpion Access crew
access ladder [F-89B F-89C F-89D
F-89J F-89H]
WWII Trolley Accumulator Set. This
super-value pack contains four of
these indispensable items in three
styles - used for starting virtually every
type of WWII aircraft. They were used
by both the RAF and the USAAF in
WW2, and on into the 1960s by the
RAF
Supermarine Swift FR.5 access ladder
(designed to be used with Airfix and
Xtrakits)
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BAC/EE Canberra Access Ladder and
FOD Guard Set. This set provides
TWO EACH of the B(I)8/PR9 style
access ladders and B2 style crew door
entry steps. In addition, there are TWO
pairs of B2 or B(I)8 FOD guards and a
set of PR9 FOD Guards - a versatile
set for 3-4 aircraft - can be used with
any kit according to marquee.
(designed to be used with Airfix,
Matchbox, MPM and Xtrakits)
Gloster Javelin T.3/FAW.9/FAW.9R
access ladder. (designed to be used
with Airfix and Heller kits)
Supermarine Scimitar F.1 Ladder Set also includes FOD guards & wheel
chocks (designed to be used with
Czechmaster and Xtrakits)
McDonnell F-4K/F-4M Phantom
ladders - RAF/Royal Navy - both front
& rear ladders + pull-out steps
(designed to be used with Airfix, Fujimi
and Hasegawa kits)
Lockheed EC-121 Warning Star
Engine Set [Military Constellation] four units in resin, supplied with cast
reduction gearbox units (designed to
be used with Heller kits)
McDonnell-Douglas F-101B Voodoo
crew access ladder (designed to be
used with Hasegawa, Matchbox and
Revell kits) (F-101F RF-101C
RF-101B/F-101F]
Grumman F-14A Tomcat ladder and
intake screens
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Douglas A-4E/A-4F Skyhawk ladder
Diorama
(designed to be used with Airfix, Fujimi accessories
and Hasegawa kits)
(etched)
Grumman A-6A Intruder ladder
Diorama
(designed to be used with hasegawa
accessories
kits)
(etched)
Dassault Mirage III/ IAI F-21 Kfir ladder Diorama
(designed to be used with Hasegawa accessories
kits)
(etched)
Northrop F-5 crew access ladder
Diorama
accessories
(etched)
Fiat G.91 crew access ladder
Diorama
(designed top be used with Airfix,
accessories
Italeri, Matchbox, Meng Model and
(etched)
Revell kits)
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Mikoyan MiG-21 Fishbed Detail Set includes access ladder
Avro Vulcan K.2 Tanker Conversion
Set - new etched set giving cockpit,
airframe, and undercarriage parts, plus
a fully-detailed fold up HDU unit
------(V
Bombers/V-Bombers/V.Bombers)
(designed to be used with Airfix kits)
Dassault Mirage 2000 Ladder
(designed to be used with Heller kits)

Aircraft detailing
sets (etched)
Aircraft
conversions
(resin)

Diorama
accessories
(etched)
Lockheed T-33/T-33A Shooting Star
Diorama
crew access ladder (designed to be
accessories
used with Airfix, Hasegawa, Heller and (etched)
Sword kits)
Convair F-102A Delta Dagger crew
Diorama
access ladder (designed to be used
accessories
with Hasegawa kits)
(etched)
Republic F-105D Thunderchief ladder Diorama
(designed to be used with Hasegawa accessories
and Trumpeter kits)
(etched)
McDonnell F-4 Phantom ladders
Diorama
(designed to be used with Airfix, Esci, accessories
Hasegawa, Italeri, Matchbox and
(etched)
Monogram
kits)[F-4B/F-4B/N/F-4C/F-4D/F-4E/F-4
F/F-4J]
Sepecat Jaguar GR.1/GR.1A/GR.1B
Diorama
ladder. French Air Force (designed to accessories
be used with Airfix, Hasegawa, Heller (etched)
and Italeri kits)
Macchi MB.326 crew access ladder
Diorama
(designed to be used with Italeri and
accessories
Supermodel kits)
(etched)
Mikoyan MiG-23 Flogger crew access Diorama
ladder /Details (designed to be used
accessories
with Academy, Airfix, Hasegawa and
(etched)
R.V.Aircraft kits)
Mikoyan MiG-29A 'Fulcrum' crew
Diorama
access ladder (designed to be used
accessories
with Airfix, Eastern Express.
(etched)
Hasegawa, ICM and Italeri kits)
Sukhoi Su-27/Su-27B single seater
Diorama
and two seater Flanker Ladder
accessories
(designed to be used with Academy,
(etched)
Airfix, ICM, Italeri, Hasegawa, Heller
and Trumpeter kits)
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Russian/Soviet Wheels Chocks Set [3
styles] Contains parts for two each of
three styles of former-soviet wheel
chocks, which are used by Russia, and
former Warsaw Pact countries, on both
jets and helicopters.
Boeing RB-47H Conversion Set
(designed to be used with the
Hasegawa kit) [Boeing B-47C
Stratojet] This large set converts the
Hasegawa B.47E into the RB version.
Included is a nose unit, enlarged bomb
bay, rear radome, wing tip antennae,
fuselage radome, and several other
items to make this interesting variant.
Lockheed C-130 Hercules Allison
T56-A-15 engine Set - this pack
provides four resin units of this engine,
as fitted to many later Lockheed
C-130s (designed to be used with
Italeri kits)
Lockheed C-130 Hercules. Fuselage
Extension Plugs - these resin moulded
units enable the conversion of the
Italeri kit to an RAF Lockheed C-130P
'stretched' Hercules, or any of the
stretched machines in service with the
U.S. forces and other Air Arms
(designed to be used with Italeri kits)
Lockheed
C-130E-1/HC-130H/HC-130P
Hercules Conversion Set - this
versatile set includes a replacement
nose with detailed Fulton STAR
recovery gear, together with a vacuum
moulded AN/ARD-17 Aerial Tracker
Radome for the HC-130H and
HC-130P variants. Our C-130 Long
Engines should be used in conjunction
with this set if modelling either the
HC-130H or P versions. The HC-130P
also requires the Inflight Refuelling
Pods [see above]....
Lockheed MC-130E Hercules Combat
Talon I Conversion Set - this set
includes a replacement nose with
detailed Fulton STAR recovery gear, a
new extended RWR rear fuselage
fitting, and all other required fittings.
You can model a later MC-130E by
using our Long Engines FHP72103B in
conjunction with this set (designed to
be used with Italeri kits)[FP-72-103f]
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Panavia Tornado or Eurofighter
EF-2000A/EF-2000B Typhoon Ground
Power Unit
Boeing E-3 Sentry USAF/NATO
Includes resin TF.33 engines
(designed to be used with Airfix kits)
Handley-Page Victor K.2 detail set.
Includes FHP72053 etched and
DB2014 resin intakes (designed to be
used with Matchbox and Revell kits)
------(V
Bombers/V-Bombers/V.Bombers)
Hawker Hunter Detail Set. This is the
set for the new Revell kit and features
cockpit details, instrument dial films,
ejector seat parts FOR TWO
AIRCRAFT + many airframe,
undercarriage, air brake and wingflap
detailing [including fuel tank cut-out
versions], plus many other items,
including some cast fittings for ONE
aircraft. The set include our
colour-coded instructions and many
prototype photo references. The set
also provi...
Nissen Hut. Complete kit in etched
brass, plastic, wood and cast metal provides for building a Nissen hut with
alternative style ends and, with or
without an entrance porch. Optional
dormer windows of two widths are also
supplied. Nissen huts were provided at
approx. one in three dispersal sites on
most WWII heavy bomber airfields
Avro Vulcan Mk.2 Up-graded version
of our earlier set with new larger fret,
now including cockpit panels and both
upper and lower air brakes, plus all the
earlier items, and cast Series 200 tail
pipes (designed to be used with Airfix
kits) ------(V
Bombers/V-Bombers/V.Bombers)
RAF Type D Bomb Trolley and 4,000lb
'Cookie' Bomb
Airfield Cycles. Super detailed set in
etched nickel silver and cast metal providing four examples of the most
common form of airfield transport.
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Boeing B-52H AGM-142
â€˜Raptorâ€™ Cruise Missile Set. For
the B-52H model - this is
super-detailed set that includes three
missiles in injection resin with detailing
in etched nickel silver - plus a superb
cast data link pod. This set comes with
CAD generated colour coded
assembly instructions and many photo
references. (designed to be used with
Italeri kits)
Airfield Dispersal Set This kit contains
a wide selection of accessories ideal
for those modelling a WWII airfield
dispersal area, including a work
platform, tower ladder, two six-rung
folding ladders, a superb wind sock,
Air Ministry warning sign, hard
standing drain covers and four each of
both medium and heavy bomber wheel
chocks
Standard WWII Airfield Hut. Complete
kit in etched brass, plastic and cast
metal - portraying what is [along with
the Nissen Hut], the most instantly
recognisable of all WWII airfield
buildings - with rendered walls and
buttresses, corrugated asbestos roof,
and metal window frames. They were
on every airfield in a wide variety of
sizes and uses [the kit allows
modification to differing lengths and
the joining of kits].
Avro Vulcan Mk.1/Mk.1A conversion
set (designed to be used with Airfix
kits) ------(V
Bombers/V-Bombers/V.Bombers)
BAC/EE Lightning detail Set. Can be
used with either the Airfix F.3 kit or the
FROG/Revell/Hasegawa F6. Includes
cockpit details, and undercarriage and
airframe details - including Detailed F6
ventral strakes, aerial fit and tail pipe
parts. The set contains an access
ladder, 2 each of Firestreak and Red
Top missiles, and two missile handling
trolleys (designed to be used with
Airfix, Frog, Revell and Hasegawa kits)
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U.S. Navy Carrier Deck Diorama Set this set provides two Tow-Bars, a
number of Wheel Chock units, and
several Tie-Down Chain assemblies,
and Deck Tie-Down Points. This
super-value set is in cast metal and
photo-etched brass [FP-GS-015a]
Air Show Display Set. This set
includes some useful items for
displaying your aircraft in an air show
setting as opposed to an operational
base situation. It includes two Travel
Pods with two nose variants [items
frequently seen on visiting aircraft for
carriage of the crew's personal
affects], two pairs of Display Aircraft
Smoke Pods, eight Crowd Barrier
Units and RBF Tags and Pins for two
aircraft - a bargain set.
Boeing E-3D Sentry RAF/French
(designed to be used with Airfix kits)
For the kit as supplied - contains
radome overlays & details, aerial fit,
airframe & undercarriage details, and
engine turbine blades and other parts.
Pierced Steel Planking (PSP) 14 x
8.5cm
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Diorama
accessories
(etched)
RAF Diorama Set (Modern). Includes 2 Diorama
x Tow Bars, 2 x Fire extinguishers,
accessories
Wheel chocks, Step Ladder, 2 x Wire (metal)
storage Bins, RBF Tags and Airfield
Warning Signs.
RAF Panavia Tornado GR.1 detail set Aircraft detailing
Includes ladder and weapons
sets
(designed to be used with Hasegawa (mixed-media)
and Revell kits) This large set includes
all that you need for a fully-detailed
RAF GR.1/GR.1A machine. Although
primarily intended for the Hasegawa kit
it can also be used with the Revell kits.
It includes full cockpit detail,new
undercarriage and jet pipe details, new
resin nose cone, and many other
airframe mods. and details. ...
RAF Type 'Y' Weapon Loaders x 2
Military vehicle
kits (resin)
RAF Sepecat Jaguar Detail Set
Aircraft detailing
includes ladder and resin weapons
sets
(designed to be used with Hasegawa (mixed-media)
kits)
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BAe Hawk T.1/T.1A detail and
weapons set for (designed to be used
with Italeri kits) 90% will; fit the Airfix
kit
Lockheed C-130 Hercules (designed
to be used with Italeri kits) this large
fret gives rear cargo hold and ramp
details, cockpit entry steps, cockpit,
airframe and undercarriage details,
wheel chocks, and all wing flap detail.
A truly comprehensive set of
finely-etched components that can be
used in conjunction with any of the
other C-130 conversion sets [C-130H
C-130J AC-130H HC-130J MC-130H
AC-130U DC-130 AC-130A KC-130F]
RAF Panavia Tornado F.3 detail and
weapons set (designed to be used with
Hasegawa kits) This set contains all
cockpit details, new undercarriage and
jet pipe details, an IFR probe, and
much more - for use with the
Hasegawa kit. Also included are
chaff/flare dispensers, 2 x 2250 ltr. fuel
tanks, and 4 each of Skyflash and
AIM-9L Sidewinder missiles.
Avro Lancaster B.I/III detail set . This
large etched nickel sliver set gives
highly-detailed fittings for the interior,
and airframe. The set also contains all
canopy and turret framing, with turret
interior detailing, and new
highly-detailed wing drop flap
assemblies. This set includes fully
detailed cockpit and flight engineer's
panels, complete with instrument dial
films. (designed to be used with Airfix
kits)
Avro Lancaster B.I/III detail set . This
large etched nickel sliver set gives
highly-detailed fittings for the interior,
and airframe. The set also contains all
canopy and turret framing, with turret
interior detailing, and new
highly-detailed wing drop flap
assemblies. This set includes fully
detailed cockpit and flight engineer's
panels, complete with instrument dial
films. (designed to be used with
Hasegawa kits)
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1970/80S RAF Four Bay Portakabin.
1970/80s plywood cabin of a style that
is now being superseded by the
modern plastic coated metal buildings.
The kit is supplied with four building
support assemblies, steps and a gas
supply cylinder & cage + nickel silver
window frames. Ideal for depots,
industrial settings and a host of other
uses.
Air Raid/Blast Shelter Set. A simple
complete fold-up kit in etched brass,
providing for one of the rectangular
brick built shelters seen on both
airfields and in towns and villages
across Britain and also the entrance
and ventilation shaft for the
earth-covered blast shelters that were
present on most WWII Airfields
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